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VOLUME 12 WHAT’S INSIDE
Proven methods for optimizing
your operating line of credit
How to determine your true
breakeven costs
Your winter crop insurance
checklist

Every farm, business and community is unique. How can you adapt
to changing local risks and opportunities while also keeping an
eye on global trends and the nation’s economy? With nearly 90
offices and more than 1,100 employees, Farm Credit Mid-America
is constantly working to help farmers in Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky and
Tennessee leverage the economics of change in their favor. This report
shares some of our insights to help you manage your operation and
stand strong in today’s competitive, ever-changing marketplace.

FIVE WAYS TO GET MORE
FROM OPERATING CREDIT
Opportunities in farming always exist, no matter

3: Come to the table with a plan

what the current economic conditions are. However,

Potential lenders want to see an operation grow its

Doug Cox

because commodity prices have remained low, you

balance sheet year over year. Growth can be in the

Regional Vice President –
Indiana

may be watching your operation’s profit margins

form of working capital or equity. But no matter what

continue to narrow. The question facing American

form it takes, during tough economic times, growth

producers is this: How can your operation take

can be difficult to show.

OPERATING LOANS ARE
JUST TWO WORDS FOR
OPPORTUNITY, ESPECIALLY
AFTER YEARS OF A SLOW
AG ECONOMY.

advantage of opportunities that are out there,
despite a tight financial position?

Most lenders who work with farmers understand
that even productive operations can fall victim to the

The answer is operating credit. In times of tight

economy. If your balance sheet has regressed, have a

cash flow, operating credit allows your farm to access

plan for how you foresee rebuilding it. This will go a long

the inputs and materials it requires while freeing up

way toward helping you secure operating credit, even

working capital for strategic decisions. Here are five

if your farm isn’t in the strongest financial position.

ways you can optimize your operating credit line and
protect your business from poor lending practices:

4: Pay back operating loans as soon as possible
Operating loans are intended to be short term. We

1: Project cash flow

recommend paying down your operating line as soon

If you don’t have a cash-flow projection, one of two

as possible. First and foremost, this will help keep

things will happen: Either your line of credit will

frozen debt off your books. And when margins are

be too large or it will be too small. Neither is good

squeezed, paying down debt quickly will reduce the

for a business. Credit lines that are too large may

amount of interest you incur. Interest saved means

accumulate capital purchases that could have a

dollars earned directly for your operation.

better structure of repayment. A loan that is too
small could leave you with too little capital mid-

5: Customize your operating loan

season when opportunities arise. Take the time to

Operating loans are built to accommodate your

examine your budget and your marketing plan to

operation and your business cycle. For instance,

come up with cash-flow needs for the year. If you’re

if you don’t bring your product to market until

not sure how to approach this process, your lender

November, your operating note shouldn’t be due at

or financial advisor can help.

the beginning of October. At Farm Credit, we sit down
with farmers to truly understand their businesses so

2: Build a strong relationship with your lender

we can structure their operating loan in a way that is

The more your lender knows about your operation,

helpful, not burdensome.

the better he or she will be able to help with your
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In more profitable years, many farmers prided

financing needs. Keep an open line of communication

themselves on never using an operating line. But

with your lender and speak up early about potential

today’s challenging economy and tight profit margins

problems or pitfalls. Clueing your lender in on

may mean it’s time to consider what opportunities

any long-term plans, such as purchasing land or

operating credit can open up for your business. Talk

new equipment, will also allow you to plan more

with your lender to identify credit options that will

effectively together.

work best for your farm.
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BREAKING DOWN YOUR BREAKEVEN
As we round the corner into harvest season, many

of the checking account for things like groceries,

of this year’s crop production financial details are

school supplies and health care. But family living

Hart Fledderjohann

becoming clear. You have a good handle on what your

costs absolutely impact your bottom line and should

Vice President –
Agribusiness

yields will be and the input investments you made to

be considered an operational expense.

achieve those yields. But do you know what your true
breakeven is and how that number should affect your

A BREAKEVEN IS A ROAD
MAP FOR A FARM’S
MARKETING STRATEGY;
BE SURE YOUR COMPASS
IS POINTED THE RIGHT WAY.

long-term marketing plan?
Your breakeven point should serve as a road
map for your marketing strategy. Even though it’s
a seemingly simple calculation, arriving at a true

– I ncome taxes are often calculated at the end of
the year, so they are out of sight and out of mind.
Subtract the tax liability from your profits to get
the final number.
–B
 e sure to account for the principal portion of

breakeven price involves some complications even

term debt payments. Sometimes we see farmers

the most seasoned producers can overlook.

only accounting for interest payments. An operation
needs to make enough profit after taxes to pay
down the principal.

How to calculate breakeven
In simple terms, your breakeven point is the minimum

– Be sure you have a full understanding of total

market price you need to recoup all production costs,

owned land costs. Rent or lease payments are easier

including land, inputs and family living expenses.

to track than items such as property taxes and re-

While this may seem straightforward, the number will

turn on investment, which can take years to realize.

fluctuate throughout the season as weather and other
growing conditions have an impact on expected yield.

Make constant adjustments

A full breakdown of your operation’s costs should

At Farm Credit, we ask customers to share three

include:

documents with us: a balance sheet, a cash flow

– S eed and fertilizer

statement and their breakeven point. These elements

– Any weed, disease or insect control measures
– Interest on all lines of credit

information we need to help them effectively manage
their operations. For instance, if market prices put

– Land — owned or rented — including debt service,
depreciation and rent payments

the farm at a loss, we can easily assess if there is
enough working capital on the books to cushion the
loss. If working capital is thin, we can suggest other

– All equipment expenses, including debt service,
depreciation and maintenance

ways to help maintain sufficient cash flow.
We also encourage our customers to look

– Energy costs, such as fuel or electricity

into a few “what if” scenarios. It’s not pleasant to
think about, but it’s important to know how your

– Labor, including wages and benefits

operation would fare if your revenue is 10% below

– All taxes, including income tax and property tax
– Family living expenses, including health care
Many producers use simple Excel spreadsheets to
look at high-level budgets, then do some fast math on
their projected breakeven. This method is great for
determining how land rent and variable costs affect
the bottom line. But including some significant fixed
costs will give you a better look at the market price
you need to stay in the black.

your breakeven. Understanding this possibility can
shed light on adjustments you may want to make to
ensure profitability. We also ask customers to think
about what they will do if revenues are 10% above
breakeven. Both these measures can be eye-opening
when it comes to how you operate your farm.
Most important, don’t assess breakeven just
once a year. As the season progresses and markets
and weather shift, it’s good business practice to
recalculate your breakeven at least once a month.

– F amily living is a constant expense. Many farm
families fail to track what comes in and goes out
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of business financial planning give us the tools and
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With that additional knowledge, problems can be
identified early and addressed quickly.

Along with available working capital, your
breakeven point is one of the most important
measures when it comes to your marketing strategy.
Taking the time to include all costs and calculating
your breakeven frequently throughout the year
will go a long way toward ensuring your operation’s
profitability. Reach out to your lender or financial
advisor for advice specific to your business.
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CROP INSURANCE PLANNING: FIVE THINGS
TO DO THIS WINTER.
With winter just around the corner, farmers are racing
to finish their winter preparations. But between
Worth Eubanks

making repairs, winterizing equipment and cleaning,

Crop Insurance Specialist

don’t forget to revisit your crop insurance plan.
Some farmers prefer to let their crop insurance
policy automatically renew as is. However, that
approach could be leaving money on the table or
exposing them to extra risk.

Lenny Muhlenkamp
Crop Insurance Specialist

In a down ag economy, taking advantage of small
marketing opportunities could make all the difference.
Revisit your coverage amount
This year, we are encouraging farmers to consider all of
their options, which may include higher coverage levels.
We have many farmers who have been financially
strong through our industry’s good times. They’ve been

This winter, follow these five steps to ensure you

more conservative, and that has paid off for them. But,

have the right amount of coverage in 2018, no matter

the stakes get higher every year that we don’t come

what the year brings.

out of the bottom of this ag cycle. And the gap between
coverage levels and profitability grows larger.
While farmers are weathering this economic

PREPARATION AND

Report your 2017 production numbers and check for

COMMUNICATION

potential claims

storm, they could also be drawing down their equity

THE RIGHT AMOUNT

Keeping detailed and accurate crop production

and eroding their financial health. Considering

OF COVERAGE IN 2018.

reports is an important step in ensuring your

higher coverage levels may mitigate risk that come

operation’s success. The sooner you provide

with the challenges facing the current ag economy.

your production numbers to your crop insurance

Increased coverage levels may not be a long-term

specialist, the sooner you can have an accurate

solution, but are something farmers should consider

picture of your coverage options.

until they begin to have flexibility again.

ARE KEY TO SECURING

In these market conditions, it’s also a good idea
to ensure you don’t have a claim before closing out

Take advantage of learning opportunities

the year. Prices are currently tracking below the

Winter is the perfect time to brush up on your skills,

guaranteed prices we had this past spring, and final

explore new techniques and hear from other farmers

harvest prices may close below the spring guarantees.

in your region. Use your downtime to attend grain

If that happens, it’s even more likely to see a claim.

marketing seminars, crop insurance meetings, and

Even if you did not experience strong yield
losses, it’s still worth visiting. You may have a claim,

other training and networking events.
When you’re trapped in a year that doesn’t offer

depending on the crop insurance products you

the opportunity to price above the cost of production,

purchased. Before you move ahead, make sure you’re

it can be a discouraging environment if you don’t

not leaving anything behind.

have the right tools. Use the winter months to invest
in your marketing and financial planning skills.

Estimate your 2018 cost of production
Use the winter months to estimate the expected

Meet with your crop insurance agent

costs of farm inputs, such as seed, chemicals and

Request a meeting with your agent this winter to

fertilizer. An accurate understanding of your

review your coverage, actual production history and

expected cost of production gives you two pieces of

2017 yield records. This is also a chance to discuss

critical information: how much money is required to

new policies and changes to crop insurance.

grow your crops and how much insurance is needed to
cover that amount in the case of a crop failure.
By establishing your cost of production, as well
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If you’ve had any changes in your operation, it’s
important to speak with your agent to ensure you
have the best coverage. For example, we’ve recently

as planning intentions for 2018, you can begin to use

seen many farmers increase the number of acres

crop insurance as an aid in your marketing plan. You

they’re farming, sometimes doubling in size. Their

may be able to sell some of your 2018 crop before

crop insurance needs to adjust accordingly. Other

it is ever planted in the field, knowing that you are

changes include adding or removing partners,

insured at a particular level.

changing crop mix, or forming a farm LLC.
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Finally, remember that crop insurance and
lending is a partnership. Discussing your challenges,
questions and options with your entire risk
management team is the most effective way to
develop the best crop insurance policy to protect your
business. Make it a point to update your team as you
work throughout the off-season.

“I n a down ag economy, taking advantage
of small marketing opportunities could
make all the difference.”
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The information in this report is derived from Farm Credit Mid-America’s experience in rural and agricultural
lending, and does not take into account the financial needs of particular individuals. This content is intended
to be informational and is not a substitute for detailed advice on your specific situation.
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